Limited Submissions
are programs or funding announcements with restrictions on the number of applications or proposals an institution is allowed to submit.

Internal Competitions
are funding opportunities available to ASU faculty and/or students that are managed by either the KE (Knowledge Enterprise) Research Development office, or by a particular college, school, or department. These opportunities are typically specific to a particular field or focus and have funding available for a variety of purposes, such as seed grants or collaborations.

Nominations are those competitions specific to an individual in recognition of past or current accomplishments. These awards may include ones from an external sponsor where ASU is limited to the number of nominations, or ones managed at the college level for local competitions.

To apply to an opportunity, please notify Limited.Submissions@asu.edu, then:

Apply
InfoReady Site: asu.infoready4.com

Evaluate
Submissions are evaluated and reviewed by a faculty panel using sponsor guidelines and review criteria

Approve
Applicant is approved to move forward with submission to the sponsor
Opportunities Abound!
Limited Submissions manages multiple streams:

- **Opportunities** that limit application(s) per institution
- **Ad hoc opportunities** identified by faculty and staff
- **Opportunities** through the ASU foundation
- **Strategic opportunities**

Limited Submissions are posted weekly and can be found on funding.asu.edu.

These postings provide a brief description of the opportunity, award amount, a link to the funding agency’s site, and internal and external deadlines, as well as any restriction details that are relevant.

The Limited Submissions process serves as a transparent, equitable, and robust system for selecting the most competitive proposal.

If you have any questions, please contact us: Limited.Submissions@asu.edu
Opportunity and Discovery:
- Funding Opportunities posted every week
- Improved search and calendar tools
- Simplified application process

Visit funding.asu.edu to discover funding opportunities and to learn more about limited submissions and internal competitions.

Contact Limited.Submissions@asu.edu if you have any questions or are looking for information regarding limited submissions and internal competitions.

Review and Selection:
- Transparent and equitable review
- Minimal requirements and quick turn around
- Summary of reviewer response provided to applicants

Sign up on the “get-notifications” link on this webpage for the weekly email for newly posted opportunities as well as research events and news.